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Rising defaults – should bond investors worry?
The Australian credit cycle may be taking a turn for the worse. Local banks have recently
reported rising bad debt problems. But before corporate bond investors rush to dump
their bond funds, we advise to pause and put things in perspective. Bad debts are
currently near zero percentages in Australia. The sectors most at near term risk are those
linked to second tier resources companies. Longer term, the household sector looks most
vulnerable to a sharp increase in debt stress. Neither have a large direct influence on the
Australian dollar corporate bond market. Spectrum forecasts that the biggest issuers of
bonds - banks - can comfortably absorb the likely increase in bad debt costs over the next
year; hence, maintaining their sound financial strength. Most other corporate A$ bond
issuers are investment grade with resilient business models and balance sheet flexibility.
The recent weakness in $A corporate bonds improves the sector’s value and helps deliver
attractive returns for the moderate risk taken over the next twelve months.

Starting from a very low base
Default rates in Australia are very low for both corporates and individuals. A quarter of
century without a recession and a significant decline in interest rates over the same period
make for favorable conditions to repay debt.
The major Australian banks have domestic bad loans at around 0.5% of all loans and losses
at just a fraction of this amount. This puts asset quality in Australia at around its historical
best and places the Big Four’s reported asset quality at near world-record levels. In other
words, it cannot get much better.

Bad loans rising but to remain low
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The unfortunate logical extension of this situation is if asset quality cannot get better, it
can only get worse. And what we are seeing now may be simply a start of a trend towards
historically normal bad loan levels.

Financial distress remains low in Australia
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What does it mean for A$ corporate bonds
A turning of the credit cycle in Australia is likely to have modest impact on A$ corporate
bond values over the coming twelve months.
Default risk is highest in marginally creditworthy borrowers. They are the most sensitive
to changing business or economic conditions.
Australia, though, does not have an evolved or deep high yield or junk bond market. This
is usually the key source of the corporate bond defaults. The vast bulk of issuers of $A
bonds are from stable investment grade issuers. Hence, the A$ corporate bond market is
highly unlikely to suffer from a large surge in defaults from the turning of the local credit
cycle.

Debt risk present but mostly in households
As a general rule, the higher the indebtedness the more vulnerable a borrower is to
default. So where does Australia rank higher in indebtedness than other countries?
Households.
The graph below shows that Australia’s total indebtedness is not dissimilar to many other
developed countries when compared to the overall level of economic activity or gross
domestic product (GDP). This is despite Australia avoiding the huge scale of financial pain
and bail out costs incurred in many countries during and post the GFC of 2008-9.

Similar debt, different borrowers
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Australia’s major banks remained creditworthy as did the majority of the local corporates
and the Federal Government during this period.
One segment, though, has continued to pile on the debt in Australia – households. As can
be seen on the graph below, Australian households have a greater level of debt to GDP
than many other developed countries.

Australian households like to borrow
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This high proportion of household debt has evolved over the last twenty five years. In
contrast, both Australia’s government and business sectors’ indebtedness has remained
within ranges.

Household debt - the growth area
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This surge in indebtedness has not caused large financial stress – so far. Employment
conditions are sound and interest rates for loans have continued a long downwards trend
and are now near all-time lows. Similar to loans overall, borrowing conditions for
households cannot get much better. Our concern is that it will not last forever. Should
jobs become harder to get or interest rates rise then large parts of the household sector
could come under debt stress.

Would household debt stress hit A$ corporate bonds?
If household defaults were to rise, to say – 5% of household debt - there would likely be a
moderate direct impact on many corporate bonds issuers. The more important question
is, how would the biggest issuers in the market – the banks – cope?
The banks have the largest exposure to household debt. Most of this is through residential
property loans. This accounts for around 60% of the bank’s loan books. In Spectrum’s
view, bank losses from residential property defaults should be largely mitigated by
property collateral pledges, mortgage insurance and creditor protection laws in Australia.
An area which is perhaps more vulnerable to bank losses is unsecured personal debt.
Currently, these account for only around 6% of banks’ portfolios. Hence, these likely losses
should be manageable by the banks.
Rising household debt stress would be negative for bank profitability and their credit
standings as bad debt costs would jump. The likely scale of the losses in a normal credit
cycle should be manageable for the major Australian banks. Their large capital bases and
strong underlying profitability should enable them to maintain investment grade credit
ratings.

What’s a credit cycle?
Banks usually go through a period of either credit marketing or credit rationing. The marketing phase
often coincides with increased confidence from lender and relatively low credit spreads on corporate
bonds. Eventually, however, default rates start to build and banks lose confidence and ration credit.
This rationing period typically coincides with wider credit spreads on corporate bonds. Eventually,
default rates ease confidence builds and the marketing phase starts again.

Value of A$ bonds helped from abroad
While Australia may be experiencing a gentle turning of the credit cycle, the US is going
through a sharp deterioration. Unlike Australia, the key vulnerability is in the corporate
sector, in particular, borrowers tapping the high yield or junk bond market. The key driver
is the troubled resources and energy sectors. These bond issuers are suffering from a
sharp, sustained decline in commodity prices. Overall defaults are rising and are expected
to surge from 3.4% in 2015 to 6% in 2016 of the market according to Fitch, a credit rating
agency.

A$ corp bonds lagging US$ bonds of late
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This has not only hit US high yield bond prices but also had an impact on investment grade
issuers in the US. In turn, this has put pressure on the A$ credit spreads pushing down
bond prices. What is somewhat surprising is that A$ bonds have not enjoyed some of the
recent recovery – despite the more credit resilient bond sector.
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Credit cycle a concern – just not in large corporates
A turning of Australia’s credit cycle may have begun. The risk of this turning into a major
economic issue sits with the household sector. Given stable economic growth and low
interest rates this does not appear to be a major imminent risk. Right now A$ corporate
bond investors, in general, are getting well-rewarded for the risk of default. In turn, this
should help deliver solid returns for investors over the coming 12 months.

Spectrum Asset Management manages the Spectrum Strategic Income Fund. This fund
invests in AUD corporate securities of which the majority are floating rate notes. The
intention is to make this portfolio relatively immune from the bond yield volatility which
can, in turn, hit equity and fixed income markets. The fund is also designed to deliver an
income stream while generating capital gains from time to time. For more information and
how to invest please go to our website http://spectruminvest.com.au or contact your
mFund
brokerhttp://www.asx.com.au/mfund/foundation-members.htm#tabs-218.
Spectrum and the author have investments in either securities mentioned in this report or
comparable securities
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